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THE SMALL CRAFT IN OLD MISSION HARBOR
NAS II MONOGRAPH
INTRODUCTION:
The aims of this personal project were to fulfill the requirement for a NAS Part II certification by documenting and surveying several unidentified small craft and geomorphological features located in Old Mission
Harbor, Grand Traverse County, Michigan. These submerged archaeological features are located within the Grand
Traverse Bay Underwater Preserve and have been previously identified as priority area culturally significant research (Harrison 2007). Although the site is popular with local divers, little is known of the site’s significance and
how it relates to the history of Old Mission Peninsula. Presently, there are six unidentified small craft that were
scuttled or sank in various places in Old Mission Harbor. Each of these small boats are easily accessed from the
shoreline of the public beach of Haserot Park. This site was also chosen because two of the team members were
newly certified NAUI open water divers (as of June 11, 2010); and the diving involved in this project was within
the limits of their diving capabilities. Through the gathering of local oral histories it was hoped to determine who
the owners of the small craft were, when and why the boats were sunk/scuttled, the time period the boats were
used and their purpose. A short survey was completed using a total station to position fix each of the small craft
and document the geomorphological features of the current water-level and 10ft drop-off of Old Mission Harbor.
LOCATION
Haserot Beach is located on the east side of Old Mission Peninsula on Swaney Rd. where it meets East Bay,
approximately 15.5 miles North of Traverse City, MI, USA on M 37. GPS coordinates 44.57.654 85.28.908

Figure 1: North America Great Lakes Region (Google 2009)
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Fig. 2: Lake Michigan (Google 2009)

Fig. 3: Grand Traverse Bay (Google 2009)
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Fig. 4: Old Mission Harbor/Haserot Beach (Google 2009)

Fig. 5: View of Old Mission Harbor taken from west shoreline, (N. Jaroh, August 2010)
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HISTORY OF HASEROT BEACH AND OLD MISSION HARBOR
With the 1836 Treaty of Washington, the U.S. government agreed to provide the Ottawa and Chippewa Indian tribes with both a mission and schools for their reservation. Henry Schoolcraft, the Indian agent representing
the government selected a natural harbor on the eastern shore of Grand Traverse Bay for the planned facilities. In
1838 the Presbyterian Board of Missions sent Reverend Peter Dougherty to establish the mission now known as
Old Mission, for which the peninsula would eventually be known. (Meyer p.3 and p.25) Old Mission was easily
accessible by schooners and steamers due to the deep water of the harbor.

Fig. 6: Large ship docked at Old Mission Harbor late 1800’s (Walter Memorial Library)
Big steamers such as the Missouri and the Puritan frequented Old Mission Harbor, bringing summer tourists from Illinois to the inns operating at the time, The Pines, The Rushmores and the Porter House (now known
as Old Mission Inn). Old Mission Harbor was also used as a terminal for ferrying passengers across East Bay
to Elk Rapids where there was a railroad link. Old Mission Harbor was a major shipping point for locally grown
cherries, potatoes and apples and even had its own fishing fleet.

Fig. 7: Commercial Fishermen (Ida Bee)
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A commercial dock was built by George Parmalee in the early 1800’s and was the original home to the
Peninsula Fruit Exchange. Two 40 x 60 feet warehouses were located near the dock for storing agricultural produce such as potatoes and apples. The ownership of the dock then changed hands several times. The Bagley
family purchased it from George Parmalee, who then later sold it to a cider producer from Chicago named Barret.
Francis Henry Haserot was the last owner of the dock at Old Mission Harbor. (Meyer p.3 and p. 25)

Fig. 8: Old Mission Dock and warehouse with large steamship docked. (Ida Bee)
Francis Henry Haserot was a successful manufacturer and wholesale grocer originally from Cleveland,
Ohio, the son of German immigrants (Appendix A). (Eisner) He owned and operated Northport Cherry Factory,
Inc., a cannery in Northport, Michigan, processing fruit from their own farm and other local orchards. Cherries
were hauled from Old Mission Dock by the vessel “The Gilman D” to the processing plant in Northport. Eventually, the Haserot Cannery in Northport went out of business. (Potter pp. 171-176) Perishable fruit was now being
transported by truck instead of using the long water route. In around 1932 the steamers stopped coming to the
harbor, as travel overland was now economical. The warehouses had burned down prior to 1935 and the dock was
dismantled in the 1940’s. (Meyer pers comm.)
Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. Haserot, Jr. presented this stretch of waterfront property to Peninsula Township
as a memorial to Francis H. Haserot, grandfather of Henry M. Haserot, Jr. On March 21, 1958, Northport Cherry
Factory, Inc. deeded the property of Old Mission Harbor, Deed LIBER0841 Page 023 (Appendix B) to Peninsula
Township to be used only for public park purposes for the consideration of one dollar.
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ORAL RESEARCH
Beginning May 11, 2010, a journal was kept of all contacted participants who responded to the inquiry
regarding anyone having knowledge of sunken or scuttled boats in Old Mission Harbor. A flyer was posted at
Scuba North dive shop in Traverse City requesting information from divers regarding the identity and details of
the boats in Old Mission Harbor.
On May 11, 2010, Nancy Warne, President of the Old Mission Historical Society was contacted by email
in regards to information on the unidentified small craft in Old Mission Harbor. The request was forwarded to 70
members of the society, who showed great interest in the project, as many of the members are descendants of the
original European settlers of Old Mission Peninsula. She also passed on what is common knowledge to residents
of Old Mission, the story of the “Junk Pile”. In the 1950’s teenagers from the Old Mission area tried to create
a man-made island by hauling junk out onto the ice during the winter. (Warne and Richards pers. comm.) This
island building project was in the process for a few years until a winter storm scattered all the junk. One canoe
and two rowboats surveyed in this project are located in this “Junk Pile”.
In response to the email request, another member of the Old Mission Historical Society and a diver from
Scuba North reported the sighting of a vintage fiberglass runabout about 300 yards out from Haserot Beach in
approximately 30 feet of water. (Hyslop and Thorpe pers. comm.). This runabout was located, surveyed and
possibly identified to be a 1957 Glastron runabout designed by Hammond and manufactured by Standard Glass
Products, Inc. located in Austin, Texas. (Sanborn). This small-motorized boat could hold between four and eight
people and was primarily used for racing or activities like fishing and water skiing. The fin design on the stern
of the boat, the two-toned paint finish and metal side spears are the identifying physical characteristics that have
been verified by advertising images. (Classic Glastron Owners Assoc)

Fig. 9: 1957 Glastron Runabout – Classic Glastron Owners Assoc.
A local boat expert advised that a serial number plate might be located to the right of the steering wheel
or on the right side of the stern to be used to help identify the owner. Michigan law does not allow excavation or
tampering with a site, therefore, the serial number plate, if any, could not be found due to the layers of encrusted
zebra mussels on the runabout. (Fouch pers. comm.)
A photo of one of the boats has been identified by an Old Mission resident as a fishing canoe scuttled by
the past owners of The Old Mission Inn. At one time the inn would rent out canoes to their guests, when this was
no longer done, one was scuttled for the purpose of creating a fish crib in the “Junk Pile”. Efforts were made to
contact the past owners at their last known mailing address, but there was no return response.
Each boat in the survey was assigned a number for identification purposes and then information was gathered regarding their construction material, GPS location, length from bow to stern, width of beam, depth, photos
and sector scans (if available) are listed in Appendix C – Appendix H.
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SURVEY DIARY AND RESULTS
On July 11, 2010, a reconnaissance trip was made to the site by the project team leader Nancy Jaroh and
team members Chris and Julie Doyal and Kristina Jaroh. A motor boat was used to quickly verify the locations of
the small craft and to confirm that that sector scans completed in 2007 had located all potential targets in the area.
An additional boat (Boat 6) was found while “mowing the lawn” using a Humminbird 998c SI side scan sonar.
This boat was added to the project agenda.
Boat 1 (The runabout), was then snorkeled by Julie Doyal and marked with a dive buoy. Scuba divers
Julie Doyal, Nancy Jaroh and Kristina Jaroh viewed the craft and took diagnostic measurements (bow to stern and
the widest point of the craft) using a surveyor’s tape marked in feet. It was discovered that the best method for
reading the tape was for the third diver to physically read the end of the tape for measurement accuracy instead
of relying on hand signal communication. A preliminary sketch was created to be used as the basis for a future
position fixing survey to be completed using a Total Station. (See Appendix I) The lake bottom at this site was
extremely silty, making for poor visibility when the sediments were disturbed. The recently certified divers had
a tendency to “muck-up” the site practicing their newly acquired neutral buoyancy techniques. However it was
determined that the runabout had been stripped of its’ engine, windshield and seat benches; and confirmed that it
was constructed of fiberglass.
Boat 2, Boat 3 and Boat 4 were snorkeled at a second location, known as the “Junk Pile”. Many recreational watercrafts were in the area during this visit to the site causing significant wave action and slightly choppy
surface water conditions. This was a deeper dive than the first dive of the day; for safety reasons a mooring line
was used by the divers to descend and ascend the site. These three small craft were sketched and diagnostic measurements taken.
On August 1, 2010, Boats 2, 3 and 4 were photographed by professional underwater photographer, Chris
Doyal. Julie Doyal and Nancy Jaroh provided shore support and acted as safety spotters via kayak. Previous photos taken in 2007 differed greatly from those taken during this trip due to an increase in zebra mussel encrustation
on the craft. The new photos will be used to document the growth of this invasive species on the site.

Fig. 10: Safety Spotter N. Jaroh (C. Doyal , 2010)
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On August 8, 2010, the total station was set-up on the west side of Old Mission Harbor next to a modern
covered pagoda at the site of a condominium development. Just off the east side of the pagoda, near the center cut
on the cement, a yellow plastic tent stake was hammered into the ground to just below ground level. The baseline
was set on a metal joint, 5 feet above the ground, in the middle of a telephone pole located 150 feet north of the
pavilion. The goal was to accurately position fix each of the small craft and to survey the geomorphologic features
of the harbor. NAS Instructor, Dr. Holley, operated the Total Station as team member Aaron Howard positioned
the prism at points along the shoreline. A total of 69 points were taken in a six-hour session. (See Appendix K)
The project leader provided safety and communication support by use of a two-way radio via kayak. Julie Doyal
and Cory Golden snorkeled the site assisting diver Chris Doyal in the placement and holding steady the survey
pole. The depth of the water covering the site was deeper than in previous years and the survey pole needed to be
approximately four feet longer to reach the waters surface. It was decided then to take a single point and position
fix each of the small crafts. After six hours in the field the battery for the Total Station was no longer operational,
the diver was low on air and the team was fatigued. Plans to survey the drop-off of the harbor were postponed to
the next day.

Fig. 11: Recording survey points with Total Station (C. Doyal, 2010)
Plans to survey the drop-off of Old Mission Harbor on August 9, 2010 were called off due to hazy weather
conditions and were rescheduled for August 10, 2010. On August 10th the Total Station was re-set and Dr. Holley
snorkeled the drop-off with the prism pole using a two-way radio in a waterproof bag to communicate to the operator (Nancy Jaroh) of the Total Station. A total of 41 points were plotted in a four-hour session. (See Appendix
K) The data was then entered into Auto-Cad software to create a site plan.
On August 28, 2010, the final dive for the project took place. Diver/photographer Chris Doyal and safety
diver Mallory Hass took scale photos of Boats 5 and 6. Diagnostic measurements were taken from bow to stern
and the widest point using a surveyor’s tape marked in feet.
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Fig. 12: Site Drawing

PRODUCTS DEVELOPED:
One of the primary objectives of the NAS program is the dissemination of archaeological site information
to the public. In order to achieve this aim a copy of this monograph will be archived in the Osterlin Library at
Northwestern Michigan College and the Old Mission Historical Society. An oral power point presentation including photos of this project will be presented at the Grand Traverse Bay Underwater Preserve 2010 Annual Underwater Summit, October 16, 2010. A copy of this presentation will be recorded and made available as streaming
video on the internet at www.nasamerica.com.
The author will approach Peninsula Township for permission and funding to place a “storybook plaque”
in Haserot Beach Park describing the history and location of the small craft in Old Mission Harbor. A pamphlet
will be created (profiling the dive site) and made available to be distributed at Old Mission General Store for tourists and divers. The Social Science Department of Northwestern Michigan College will donate materials for the
printing of 200 copies of the brochure. Permission has been granted for pamphlet distribution from the owner of
Old Mission General Store, James Richards. A PDF copy of the monograph will also be available for download
on the internet on the Grand Traverse Bay Underwater Preserve web site.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This project was a satisfying learning experience and contributed to the documentation of the archaeological sites in Grand Traverse Bay. Team members learned first hand how to adapt to each other’s schedules, use
their own unique abilities, adjust dive plans according to the weather and to keep within project safety guidelines.
The skills learned in NAS I were utilized from the start of the project through to its completion. Participants acquired skills in assessing the site through photos, surveying a submerged site with an electronic measuring device
and writing a monograph of the findings.
Areas of future research include monitoring the changes in the physical structure of the small craft due to
zebra mussel encrustation and/or damage caused by ice and severe weather conditions. New discoveries of other
small crafts in Old Mission Harbor can be easily incorporated into the master site plan by utilizing the permanent
datums placed on the site. Due to time constraints, survey points using the total station on Boats 5 and 6 were not
taken. Because the survey pole used was not long enough to take the originally planned points on the boats, these
small crafts could be surveyed again using an extender on the pole.
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Appendix A: Advance Press Service Article on Francis Henry Haserot

Appendix B: Deed LIBER0841 Page 023

Appendix C: Boat One

GPS Location: 44 57.619N 85 28.983W

Fig. 13a: Glastron Top View (C. Doyal, 2010)

Fig. 13: Glastron (C. Doyal, 2010)

Fig. 13b: Glastron View of Interior (C. Doyal, 2010)

Fig. 13c: Sonar Image of Glastron (C. Doyal, 2010)
The water depth for this boat is 28 feet. The length measures 18’ with a beam measurement of 5’ 8”. It has
been identified as a 1957 Glastron Runabout, constructed of fiberglass. This small craft is encrusted with zebra
mussels, resting on the silty lake bottom. The steering wheel and rear flag holder are still present, however, the
windshield, engine and seating have been removed.

Appendix D: Boat Two

Fig. 14: Sailboat (C. Doyal, 2010)

GPS Location: 44 57.489N 85 29.020W

Fig. 14a: Sailboat embedded in sediment (C. Doyal,
2007)

Fig. 14c: Sector Scan Sonar (B. Abbott, 2010)

The water depth for this small craft is 22 feet.
The length measures 13’ with a beam measurement of
5’ 1”. This sailboat is constructed of wood with a metal
bar extending across the cockpit still intact. The hull is
embedded in sediment and heavily covered in algae and
silt.

Fig. 14b: Rear View of Sailboat (C. Doyal, 2010)

Appendix E: Boat Three

GPS Location: 44 57.490N 85 29.041W

Fig. 15 Wooden Row Boat (C. Doyal, 2010)

Fig. 15b: Sector Scan Sonar (B. Abbott, 2010)

Fig. 15a Wooden Row Boat (C. Doyal, 2010)

Fig. 15c: Wooden Row Boat (C. Doyal, 2007)

The water depth for this wooden rowboat is 19 feet. The length measures 7’9” with a beam measurement
of 5’. This small craft is positioned upside down in the “junk pile” next to a refrigerator. What is underneath the
boat is unknown. Zebra mussels and algae cover portions of the surface of this boat.

Appendix F: Boat Four

Fig. 16 Metal Rowboat (C. Doyal, 2007)

GPS Location: 44 57.490N 85 29.041W

Fig. 16b Metal Rowboat (C. Doyal, 2010)

Fig. 16c Sector Scan Sonar (B. Abbott, 2007)

Fig. 16a Metal Rowboat (C. Doyal, 2010)

The water depth for this metal rowboat is 18
feet. The length measures 15’ with a beam measurement of 5’7”. This rowboat is located in the “junk pile”
and severely broken apart lying in heavy sediment. It is
possible that divers interfering with the site have caused
some of the structural damage.

Appendix G: Boat Five

GPS Location: 44 57.490N 85 29.041W

Fig. 17 Metal Canoe (C. Doyal, 2010)

The water depth for this metal canoe is 12 feet.
The length measures 12’ with a beam measurement of
2’6”. This canoe is located in the “junk pile” lying on
its side among a pile of large timbers. It is believed this
boat was scuttled by Old Mission Inn for a fish crib. It
is heavily covered with algae with a large gapping hole
in the hull.
Fig. 17a Metal Canoe (C. Doyal, 2010)

Fig. 17b Sector Scan Sonar (B. Abbott, 2010)

Appendix H: Boat Six

GPS Location: 44 57.651N 85 29.054W

Fig. 18 Wooden Rowboat (C. Doyal, 2010)

Fig. 18a Wooden Rowboat (C. Doyal, 2010)

Fig. 18b Wooden Rowboat (C. Doyal, 2010)

Fig. 18c Sector Scan (B. Abbott, 2010)

The water depth for this wooden rowboat is 13 feet. The length measures 14’ with a beam measurement
of 4’. This small craft is heavily covered with algae and buried in sediment. The condition of the hull is unknown
due to the fact that it is sunk in the sediment; two seat benches are still intact.

Appendix I: Sketch of points plotted for survey

Appendix J: List of survey points for small crafts drop-off and shoreline

Appendix K: Dive Log and Dive Plans

Appendix K: Dive Log and Dive Plans Continued

Appendix K: Dive Log and Dive Plans Continued

Appendix K: Dive Log and Dive Plans Continued

Appendix K: Dive Log and Dive Plans Continued

